
Looping at speed
When writers are relaxed loops from descenders can be an attractive part of their script. When they are
tense this is the first stroke to become jagged and distorted. When it has been stressed too strongly that
every letter must be joined to the next one you can find wonderful tangles as they try to deal with ‘gg’.
Another wasted movement occurs when the final descender is unnecessarily looped. There are no definite
rules here. It is a matter for experimentation.

Fast personal joins
Personal joins are also all about experimenting. A good way to start is by explaining that different forms of a
letter are not only permissible but desirable in different positions in the same word. This kind of exercise is
successful in a whole class as well as one to one situation. Take the different forms of ‘ff ’. If several people
produce their personal solution and then change paper with their neighbours they may find it impossible to
replicate one another’s efforts. That is when handwriting becomes interesting.

Half the battle is getting pupils to become engaged and interested in the subject, away from the usual battles
over neatness and legibility. Their experiments with personal joins should lead to a maturer and, with luck,
more efficient and faster script.
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Looping at speed

Fast personal joins

Some letters will start to loop automatically when you write faster. It often
pays to loop a descender at the beginning of a word, and sometimes in
the middle. It is a waste, however, to put a loop on a final letter.

Now your writing is ready to speed up. Your joins are becoming
automatic, but you may not always use the same ones. These sets of
words on the right will show you why.

You can find one form of a letter at the beginning of a word and another in
the middle or at the end. You plan several letters in advance when you are
writing fast. The shape of a letter, therefore depends on what was written
before and what comes next. Your hand may need a penlift after writing
several complex movements. You start again with a simpler letter, so even
double letters are not always identical.

This is the kind of variation that makes handwriting interesting.

You loop some of your descenders when you write fast, but not the final one.

Letters alter shape according to where they are
in the word. Your ‘t‘, ‘f‘ or ‘s’ at the beginning is
likely to be different to one at the end. Try it.




